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Recap: Prominence



Prominence
in Language

Himmelmann, N., & Primus, B. (2015). 
Prominence Beyond Prosody - a First 
Approximation. In pS-prominenceS: Prominences 
in Linguistics. Proceedings of the International 
Conference, University of Tuscia (pp. 38-57).



Prominence
in Language

Stands out among things of the same type

Prominence varies with item+context

Prominent items are structural attractors



Discourse Prominence
probabilities in the mind

• how likely are we to think/say/do 
particular things?

• more prominent = more likely


• related terms: salience, activation 
• inputs affecting discourse 

prominence do priming



Discourse Prominence
probabilities in the mind

• how likely are we to think/say/do 
particular things?

• more prominent = more likely


• related terms: salience, activation 
• inputs affecting discourse 

prominence do priming

bread and …



Code Prominence
priming - by highlighting

• phonetic choice: hyperarticulation


• morphological choice: you’re the best


• lexical choice: a feline vs a cat 

• syntactic choice: yellow is my favourite 
colour



Referring Expressions



Code Prominence
choice of referring expressions

• referring expressions (RE) point out (refer to) something in the world 

• what it refers to is a referent

Referring

expression


the cat

Referent



Code Prominence
choice of referring expression form

Felix

the 
cat

it 
s/he
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Prominence
a Bayesian model of interpretation

P(st+1 | f, st) =
P( f |st+1, st)

P( f )
P(st+1 |st)

Code 
Prominence

Effort Discourse

Prominence

Interpretation

Confidence

≥ θ Confidence 
achieves threshold



Prominence
in speaker choice of form

2 Minimise effort

1 Maintain interpretation accuracy:

choose forms that are prominent enough  



Referring Expressions
vary with context

Spain, officially the Kingdom of Spain, is a country located in 
Southern Europe, with two small in North Africa (both bordering 
Morocco). The country is a democracy. It is organized as a 
parliamentary monarchy. It is a developed country with the ninth-
largest economy in the world. It is the largest of the three sovereign 
nations that make up the Iberian Peninsula–the others are Portugal 
and the microstate of Andorra.


En Europa, ocupa la mayor parte de la península ibérica.



Referring Expressions
in corpora

• can help us understand use of different RE forms


• need to be marked up for referring expression 
form and the referent


• The Wall Street Journal (WSJ) corpus is part of the 
Ontonotes dataset



REs in NLP



NLG
(Natural Language Generation)

Turner, R., Sripada, S., Reiter, E., & Davy, I. P. (2006). 
Generating spatio-temporal descriptions in pollen 
forecasts. In Demonstrations (pp. 163-166). Chicago



NLG
(Natural Language Generation)

‘Monday looks set to bring another day of 
relatively high pollen counts, with values up 

to a very high eight in the Central Belt. 
Further North, levels will be a little better at a 
moderate to high five to six. However, even at 

these lower levels it will probably be 
uncomfortable for Hay fever sufferers.’

Grass pollen levels for Monday remain at the 
moderate to high levels of recent days with 
values of around 5 to 6 across most parts of 

the country. However, in southern areas, pollen 
levels will be very high with values of 8.

Human

Machine



NLG
Referring Expression Generation (REG)

• name: “in Lothian and the Borders”


• definite description: “in southern areas”


• pronoun: “there” - if the context permitted it


• zero: leave it out entirely, if understood from the context

Grass pollen levels for Monday remain at the 
moderate to high levels of recent days with 
values of around 5 to 6 across most parts of 

the country. However, in southern areas, pollen 
levels will be very high with values of 8.



NLG
REF technologies

• rule-based approaches 

• deep learning approaches


• feature-based approaches
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NLG
REF technologies

• rule-based approaches


• deep learning approaches


• feature-based approaches

Characterise each reference

by descriptive features:




NLG
REF technologies
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NLG
REF technologies

• rule-based approaches


• deep learning approaches


• feature-based approaches

combine features with machine 
learning algorithms to predict


non-deterministic


produce a distribution of possible 
answers



NLG
Evaluation

• against corpora


• try to reproduce REF patterns seen in the corpus


• maximum a posteriori probability (most likely)


• 1 if correct, 0 if wrong, averaged


• to give an evaluation score between 0 and 1


• higher is better



NLG
Evaluation

• problem: corpora are deterministic


• suppose the right answer is (0,1,0,0)


• if the prediction is (51%,39%,6%,4%) is not so wrong 
as (80%,5%,9%,6%)


what variation is present in human production anyway?



NLG
Solution

• evaluate NLG methods against gold standard corpora of human variation


• mathematically principled measures of the distance between distributions


• e.g. Jensen–Shannon divergence symmetrises the Kullback-Liebler-
distance


intuitively: how much information do we gain (on average) about an item by 
learning it was a prediction or from the corpus?

JS(P, Q) =
1
2 (KL(P |Q) + KL(Q |P))



NLG
A Gold-Standard Corpus of Human Variation

Ferreira, T. C., Krahmer, E., & Wubben, S. 
(2016, June). Individual variation in the 
choice of referential form. In Proceedings of 
the 2016 Conference of the North American 
Chapter of the Association for Computational 
Linguistics: Human Language 
Technologies (pp. 423-427).



NLG
A Gold-Standard Corpus of Human Variation

• corpus of human variation


• 36 English texts: news, 
commercial product reviews, 
encyclopedia texts (GREC)


• expressions referring to the 
topic were identified


and replaced with gaps

Spain 
___, officially the Kingdom of Spain, is a country located in 
Southern Europe, with two small in North Africa (both bordering 
Morocco). ___ is a democracy. ___ is organized as a 
parliamentary monarchy. ___ is a developed country with the 
ninth-largest economy in the world. ___ is the largest of the three 
sovereign nations that make up the Iberian Peninsula–the others 
are Portugal and the microstate of Andorra.



NLG
A Gold-Standard Corpus of Human Variation

• 78 participants from CrowdFlower, 
most native speakers of English


• task: fill gaps with references to 
the topic


• participants got a short description 
about topics beforehand 


• participants encouraged filled 
gaps to make the texts easy to 
understand

Spain 
Spain, officially the Kingdom of Spain, is a country located in 
Southern Europe, with two small in North Africa (both bordering 
Morocco). The country is a democracy. It is organized as a 
parliamentary monarchy. It is a developed country with the ninth-
largest economy in the world. It is the largest of the three 
sovereign nations that make up the Iberian Peninsula–the others 
are Portugal and the microstate of Andorra.



NLG
A Gold-Standard Corpus of Human Variation

• scaled entropy

entropy of choices / maximal possible entropy


• averaged over references

by genre



NLG
A Gold-Standard Corpus of Human Variation

by syntactic role by new in …
by antecedent


distance



Beyond Parallel Corpora



Beyond Parallel Corpora
Ellison & Same

Ellison, T. M., & Same, F. Constructing 
Distributions of Variation in Referring 
Expression Type from Corpora for Model 
Evaluation. In Proceedings of the 13th 
Conference on Language Resources and 
Evaluation (LREC 2022), pages 2989–2997.



Beyond Parallel Corpora
Problems with them

Parallel corpora are expensive to build


For the Wall Street Journal corpus:


• if annotators could do 6 REF choices per minute


• 20 annotations per RE would take 1700 person-hours of 
annotation



Beyond Parallel Corpora
Problems with them

Parallel corpora contruction 
processes are unnatural 


so the distributions 
produced are likely to be 
very noisy


Filling in slots in someone 
else’s text 
vs

composing your own text

Spain 
___, officially the Kingdom of Spain, is a country located in 
Southern Europe, with two small in North Africa (both bordering 
Morocco). ___ is a democracy. ___ is organized as a 
parliamentary monarchy. ___ is a developed country with the 
ninth-largest economy in the world. ___ is the largest of the three 
sovereign nations that make up the Iberian Peninsula–the others 
are Portugal and the microstate of Andorra.



Beyond Parallel Corpora
Back to the Drawing Board

What is (free) variation?


It is the variability that you 
cannot predict


from conditioning factors

in the context or pragmatics

46 %
54 %

Variability predictable from 
features of referent and context

Unpredictable 
variability =


(free) variation



Longitudinal Corpora of Variation



Longitudinal Corpora of Variation
Features

Fa - bucketed number of 
sentences since antecedent


Fb - the referent is a person


Fc - this is the topic of the 
current paragraph


Fd - the referent is of a high 
frequency type (e.g. person)


…



Longitudinal Corpora of Variation
Feature Combinations

1. choose features that 
condition RE form


2. find all REs for each 
feature value combination


3. build distribution RE 
forms within each set




Longitudinal Corpora of Variation
Distributions of Forms

1. choose features that 
condition RE form


2. find all REs for each 
feature value combination


3. build distribution RE 
forms within each set


thus for each feature value 
combination, you have a 
distribution over RE forms

Name
13 %
Defn

27 %
Pron
20 %

Zero
40 %



Longitudinal Corpora of Variation
Distributions of Forms

at each reference, the 
variation is the distribution 
of forms unpredictable 
from its feature values

Name
13 %

Defn
27 %

Pron
20 %

Zero
40 %



Longitudinal Corpora of Variation
Variation

for each feature value 
combination, you have a 
distribution over RE forms



Longitudinal Corpora of Variation
Conclusion

Longitudinal corpora of 
variation are just corpora 
that capture at each 
reference:


how uncertain our best 
featural model of RE form is


you can ask me why 
featural models, not e.g. 
neural net models, in the 
questions 😊

Separate research, looking at 
distributions of RE forms in this way


showed a hitherto unnoticed feature 
of language, which tells us something 
about:


• human language processing, and


• language evolution



Obligatoriness



Metaphor-Driver Obligatoriness
The Idea

Reinöhl, U. (2017). Grammaticalization and the 
rise of configurationality in Indo-Aryan. Oxford 
University Press.



Metaphor-Driver Obligatoriness
The Paper

Ellison, T. M., & Reinöhl, U. (2022). 
Compositionality, Metaphor, and the 
Evolution of Language. International Journal 
of Primatology, 1-17.



Metaphor-Driver Obligatoriness
The Phenomenon

Everyone else arrived at the hotel on Thursday. John finally arrived [at it] on 
Friday night. 

Everyone else arrived at the conclusion on Thursday. John finally arrived at 
it on Friday night. 

Everyone else arrived at the conclusion on Thursday. *John finally arrived 
on Friday night. 



Metaphor-Driver Obligatoriness
The Phenomenon

Everyone else arrived at the hotel on Thursday. John finally arrived [at it] on 
Friday night. 

Everyone else arrived at the conclusion on Thursday. John finally arrived at 
it on Friday night. 

In the metaphorical case, at it is not optional (without changing the meaning)


Generalisation: If the referent of an argument is needed to force a 
metaphorical reading of the functor, that argument must be overt (cannot 
be zero)



Metaphor-Driver Obligatoriness
In Corpora

Name
13 %

Defn
27 %

Pron
20 %

Zero
40 %

In situations where zero 
would make sense …


(numbers made up)

Expectation



Metaphor-Driver Obligatoriness
In Corpora

Name
13 %

Defn
27 % Pron

60 %

In situations where zero would 
make sense … it just does not 
occur in corpora


if the referent drives a 
metaphorical interpretation then 
it ends up being expressed by a 
pronoun instead

Reality



Metaphor-Driver Obligatoriness
In Corpora

Name
13 %

Defn
27 % Pron

60 %

In situations where zero would 
make sense … it just does not 
occur in corpora


if the referent drives a 
metaphorical interpretation then 
it ends up being expressed by a 
pronoun instead

Reality



Metaphor-Driver Obligatoriness
In the BNC

Other
2 %

Lit
72 %

Met
26 %

Only the Queen is above the law and 
could not be subpoenaed. (Met)


Ian was hit just above the eye. (Lit)

BNC ‘above ..’

Met Other
1 %

Lit
99 %

BNC ‘above.’

Is there rank in the wives? … I think it comes 
from below rather than from above. (Met Other)


The Ballachulish bridge overpowering above . (Lit)



Wrapping Up

• Prominence is interesting for linguistics


• but also important for language technologies, such as NLG


• RE form choice - is about prominence: getting clarity for minimum effort


• The ‘right answers’ are distributions of free variation, not forms


• Gold standard corpora of variation can be best made from existing corpora


• Looking at distributions of RE forms can lead to exciting new discoveries 
about language



Thank you for your Attention


